Fender s1 wiring diagram

If you're repairing or modifying your instrument and need to see a wiring diagram or some
replacement part numbers, these service diagrams should help you get started. This list is by
no means comprehensive, and documentation for other models will be posted as it becomes
available. For Service Diagrams for instruments currently in production, please visit the
instrument listing on Fender. Note: Modifications to an existing Fender instrument currently
under warranty, or service performed on a Fender instrument currently under warranty by any
person other than authorized Fender service centers and technicians holding a certificate of
warranty service authorization for the period during which the work was performed, will void the
instrument warranty. Note: Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching
control function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to make them available on
this page as PDF files. If you do not find the list or diagram for your specific instrument on this
page, we may still be able to furnish you with a "hard" copy from our archive. You may check
the availability of older material by contacting Fender's Consumer Relations Department by
phone at If we have the document you seek, we're happy to send you a copy. The table below
lists instruments by model name, part number and document revision date: Note: All part
numbers and specifications in each document are subject to revision, change or
discontinuation without notice. Learn about the new world of sound the S-1 switch can open up.
What does an S-1 switch do on Fender instruments equipped with it? The short answer is that it
gives you more tonal options by offering extra pickup-wiring configurations. The tricky thing
about explaining S-1 switching is that it does different things on different instruments. S-1
switching on a Telecaster, for example, must be different from S-1 switching on a Stratocaster.
Not only that, but S-1 switching can vary from model to model within the same instrument type.
More on all this shortly. And not only does S-1 switching do different things on different
instruments, but it has done different things at different times. S-1 switching has been around
quite a while, after allâ€”it first appeared in summer and was offered on several Fender
instruments throughout that decade; even on some Precision Bass and Jazz Bass models. As
has been the case for decades, the five-way selector of the Stratocaster offers a slew of wiring
configutations. But with the S-1 switch, there is a new world of options. Here is the
configuration when the S-1 switch is off:. When you engage the S-1 switch on the American
Elite Strat, you have even more tone alternatives that you don't get to hear every day. With a
three-way selector and only two pickups, the American Elite Telecaster is simpler than the
American Elite Stratocaster. The Classic Player Baja Telecaster is a specialized Telecaster
model with a four-way blade switch rather than the three-way switch typically found on most
Telecasters. Without engaging the S-1 switch, the first three blade switch positions deliver
standard Telecaster wiring, with a special in-series fourth position that creates a thicker tone
with more output. Like so:. Engaging the S-1 switch on this particular Telecaster introduces
out-of-phase circuitry to blade switch positions two and four only, with positions one and three
remaining unaffected. This produces a thinner and more-hollow tone of the kind often heard in,
for example, funk and early electric blues. Engaging the S-1 switch on the James Burton
Telecaster introduces series circuitry for blade switch positions two and four only, with
positions one, three and five remaining unaffected. The S-1 switch built into the volume knob of
the Deluxe Roadhouse Stratocaster bypasses the preamp. Position five: neck pickup only The
S-1 switch offers five additional pickup wiring options when engaged:. Position five: bridge and
middle pickups wired in series and out of phase, in parallel with neck pickup. Tech Talk. By Jeff
Owens. Here is the configuration when the S-1 switch is off: Position one: bridge pickup only
Position two: bridge and middle pickups wired in parallel Position three: middle pickup only
Position four: middle and neck pickups wired in parallel Position five: neck pickup only When
you engage the S-1 switch on the American Elite Strat, you have even more tone alternatives
that you don't get to hear every day. Position one: all three pickups wired in series Position two:
bridge and middle pickups wired in series Position three: middle and neck pickups wired in
series Position four: bridge and neck pickups wired out of phase, with a special tone capacitor
Position five: bridge and middle pickups wired in series and out of phase, in parallel with neck
pickup American Elite Telecaster With a three-way selector and only two pickups, the American
Elite Telecaster is simpler than the American Elite Stratocaster. When the S-1 switch is off, you
have: Position one: bridge pickup Position two: bridge and neck pickups wired in parallel
Position three: neck pickup And when you turn on the S-1 you get: Position one: bridge pickup
Position two: bridge and neck pickups wired in series Position three: neck pickup Classic
Player Baja Telecaster The Classic Player Baja Telecaster is a specialized Telecaster model with
a four-way blade switch rather than the three-way switch typically found on most Telecasters.
Like so: Position one: bridge pickup only Position two: bridge and neck pickups in parallel
Position three: neck pickup only Position four: neck and bridge pickups in series Engaging the
S-1 switch on this particular Telecaster introduces out-of-phase circuitry to blade switch

positions two and four only, with positions one and three remaining unaffected. Like so:
Position one: bridge pickup only Position two: bridge and middle pickups in series Position
three: bridge and neck pickups in parallel Position four: middle and neck pickups in series
Position five: neck pickup only Deluxe Roadhouse Stratocaster The S-1 switch built into the
volume knob of the Deluxe Roadhouse Stratocaster bypasses the preamp. Dirk Wacker lives in
Germany and has been a guitar addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar workbench,
he plays country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass
Amps Pedals Players. Combining these two devices allows virtually unlimited switching
possibilities with any given pickup configuration. The switch is visually undetectable, but
tonally it turns your instrument into the most versatile axe on the planet! Located in the crown
of the master volume knob, one push of the switch will place your pickups in an assemblage of
parallel, series, and pickup-combining configurations. You can have the best of all worlds! More
videos from Premier Guitar. The Stratocaster Cap Switching Mod. Get our email newsletter! Rig
Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut [].
Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your
Pedalboards ! The Big 5: Elizabeth Moen. On PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly
labeled everywhere it appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has no involvement in
its creation. For years Strat players have been looking for additional sounds out of the 3-pickup
configuration featured on the Stratocaster. With a simple press of a button the S-1 switch gives
you five additional pickup settings with the standard 5-way blade switch. The wires from the
pickups only have to route to the S-1 switch at the volume knob and to the 5-position blade
selector. The S-1 switching system increases production costs but the additional pickup
selections really make it worth the cost. With the S-1 switch used in tandem with the 5-position
blade switch you now have pickups wired in series, paralell, paralell and series simultaneously
as well as being able to have all pickups turned on at the same time. So you could have two
Stratocasters both with Special Capacitors on their S-1 switch and they could sound quite
different when that S-1 switch is engaged with the Special Capacitor. So what pickup
combinations are available on guitars equipped with the S-1 switch? S-1 Switch Up off :
Position 1. Bridge Pickup Position 2. Bridge and Middle Pickup in Parallel Position 3. Middle
Pickup Position 4. Middle and Neck Pickup in Parallel Position 5. Neck Pickup. S-1 Switch
Down: Position 1. Neck Pickup in Series with Middle Pickup. On the series Fender American
Deluxe Stratocaster the pickup combinations with the S-1 switch are as follows:. S-1 Switch Up
Off : Position 1. S-1 Switch Down On : Position 1. Bridge and Middle Pickup in Series Position 3.
Middle and Neck Pickup in Series Position 4. This diagram was created by Scott Bessell. Thanks
Scott! There have also been reports of a new S-1 switching layout for the Fender American
Deluxe Stratocaster. To see a picture of the new switching diagram and read about the new
options please see the Fender S-1 Switching Changes post. Middle and Bridge pickups in Series
Position 4. All pickups in series. Starting in the Fender American Ultra Stratocaster replaced the
American Elite Stratocaster as the top of the line production model. S-1 Switch Up: Position 1.
Middle and Neck Pickup in Parallel Position 4. If you want to determine which S-1 options you
have on your guitar you can perform this simple test. Plug your guitar into your amp and
depress the S-1 switch. With the blade selector in position 1 take a small flat blade screwdriver
and lightly tough a magnet on each one of the pickups. A loud pop from your amp means that
the pickup is currently turned on. Do this with the blade selector in each position. This will let
you know which pickup is turned on in each position. Then you can match your pickup
selection with one of the diagrams listed above. Do you know if the S-1 pickup combinations
changed after ? I bought a American Deluxe Strat, and the controls information sheet shows
some different combinations. You may have gotten an old configuration sheet in your guitar.
You can always take a flat blade screwdriver and lightly touch each pickup to hear which ones
are actually on in each position. You will hear the screwdriver tap the magnets through your
amp when the pickup is on. On my fender start S-1 switching system I have a problem when I
plug in the guitar and before I press the S-1 system. When I select the middle pickup the volume
drops. When I switch on the S-1 switching system the volume drops on all pickups and I hear
the humming trebly sound again. Does anyone know what the problem is? Or has anyone had
the same probnlem? IF you solved it, how did you do it? Hello, stratosphere sells just the wiring
and the pots for the S1 system. Would this work in a American Deluxe Stratocaster? That one
sounds modified or it could just be an American Strat and not a Deluxe. Are you familiar with
wiring at all? Hello, you are wrong about the years of introduction of the S-1 switch. I own one
and the Serial number is starting by Z3. Z3 means and you wrote that Fender introduced this
switch in â€¦. Jeff I have a Deluxe pickguard with S1 switch, previous owner says it is a Did you
ever get any info on this? I edited the post to reflect that. Thanks for the correction! When I
bought it, I was told it was a , but the pickup configuration is the same as the Is there a similar
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an Deluxe? It s odd that Fender would change the S-1 switching configurations from year to
year. I can t seem to find any clear information online describing the S-1 switching settings for
each year. Also, it seems like it s possible to buy a new American Deluxe Strat from a store
where the guitar has been sitting around for a few years, so it could be hard to tell what type of
S-1 switching it has. I d be a bit nervous ordering one online now without knowing what I m
going to get. Post updated to reflect this. Your email address will not be published. All pickups
in series In the Fender American Elite Stratocaster replaced the American Deluxe Stratocaster
as the top of the line production model. Neck Pickup If you want to determine which S-1 options
you have on your guitar you can perform this simple test. Share this: Twitter Facebook Reddit
Pinterest. Like this: Like Loading Thank you, ErnieSC. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Load More. Show less.

